
CAPT’s attempt to reach a contract agreement came to a crashing halt Aug. 23 over critical issues, 
including overtime, swaps and vacation. After holding informational meetings at each chapter, CAPT 
launched a three-week contract survey to collect measurable feedback from BU 18 members on the 
remaining contentious issues. The survey, closed Oct. 12, contained nine questions that addressed 
members’ views on mandate limits, swaps, vacation and Ad Hoc slots, and retroactive coverages for 
pay increases, health care costs and shift differentials.   

CAPT is happy to report your response to the survey was huge. BU 18 employees have spoken and 
our direction is clear: 

CAPT will not accept the state’s proposal to eliminate our swaps or reduce the number 
of our vacation or Ad Hoc slots. Members agreed overwhelmingly that they deserve 
retroactive pay for salary and shift differential increases, as well as pick-ups for health care 
cost increases. With regard to mandates, members communicated greater flexibility.

“Every item in our contract is important,” said State President Eric Soto. “There are, however,  
some contract provisions our members feel very strongly about. Our jobs are tough, and the hours 
can be very long. Exchanging hours with coworkers, vacation and Ad Hoc have become sacred to our 
brothers and sisters across the state. Being able to spend time with our families is a priority as well as 
strengthening Post and Bid provisions.”

CAPT’s bargaining team members knew the state’s proposals were unacceptable. The survey results 
show, undoubtedly, that had CAPT accepted the state’s offer on Aug. 23, it would have been rejected 
by the membership.  

Our negotiations with the state will resume Nov. 1.  CAPT’s bargaining team will use the survey results to 
finalize our proposals for the eight outstanding items. CAPT will keep bargaining until it reaches an agreement 
that can be accepted by its membership or until we come to an impasse, in which case a mediator will be 
assigned to help both parties resolve the remaining issues. 

CAPT and its bargaining team thank all BU 18 members for staying informed and involved. Please 
continue to stay in touch with your local chapter for the latest bargaining updates and developments.
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